4th International Research Symposium

November 16, 2023
California State University San Marcos
Extended Learning Building (ELB) 373

Hosted by the Committee for International Research with support from the Office of Graduate Studies and Research and in collaboration with Global Programs and Services
LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

We acknowledge that the land on which we gather is the traditional territory of the Luiseño/Payómkawichum people. Today, the meeting place of CSUSM and its surrounding areas is still home to the six federally recognized bands of the La Jolla, Pala, Pauma, Pechanga, Rincon, Soboba Luiseño/Payómkawichum people. It is also important to acknowledge that this land remains the shared space among the Kuupangaxwichem/ Cupeño and Kumeyaay and Ipai peoples.

Land Acknowledgment collaboratively created by the California Indian Culture and Sovereignty Center, CSUSM American Indian Studies and the Palomar College American Indian Studies. Tribal consultation and approval by Southern California Chairman’s Association on June 28, 2019.

For more information, please visit www.csusm.edu/cisc.
Session I | 10:30 AM - Noon

10:30 AM | Dr. Charles De Leone, Dean, Office of Graduate Research & Studies
Dr. Elizabeth Matthews, Moderator
Welcome & Opening Remarks

10:55 AM | Dr. Gabriel Valle, Associate Professor
CHABSS, Environmental Studies
Tale of Two Valleys: Contested Spaces, Cultural Heritage, and Gastronomic Innovation on La Ruta del Vino

11:15 AM | Dr. Ranjeeta Basu, Professor
CHABSS, Economics
Compassion and the Care Economy: Lessons from India

11:35 AM | Dr. Paola Ometto, Assistant Professor
CoBA, Management
Emancipating the Women: How Gender-mix in Entrepreneurial Teams Influences Women’s Emancipation

11:50 AM - Noon | Conversation and Q&A

Noon – 1:30 PM | Global Education, International Coffee Hour & Photo Contest | ELB 588

Session II | 1:30 – 3:00 PM

1:35 PM | Dr. Cecilia “Lia” Uy-Tioco, Moderator
Welcome Back

1:40 PM | April Ibarra Siqueiros, User Experience Librarian
Academic Affairs, University Library
Traverse: Transborder Librarianship in San Diego-Tijuana and Beyond

2:00 PM | Dr. Cecilia Uy-Tioco, Associate Professor
CHABSS, Communication
Mobile Phones, Live-in Domestic Workers in the Philippines, and the Transformation of Everyday Life

2:20 PM | France-Luce Benson, Assistant Professor
CHABSS School of Arts, Theatre
Acts of Resistance: The Haitian Revolution
2:40 – 2:50 PM | Conversation and Q&A

2:50 – 3:00 PM | Dr. Cecilia Uy-Tioco
Closing Remarks